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LEISURE ! ARTS
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

BY THOMAS J. CAMPANELLA

I

t has long been a mystery in
New York just how the London plane (Platanus acerifolia) came to be the city’s most
abundant shade tree. With its exfoliating, mottled bark and cotton-ball fruit, the plane is a ubiquitous presence in all five
boroughs. According to a recent
census, London planes represent
15% of the city’s tree population
and nearly 30% of its canopy. The
plane’s maple-like leaf (acerifolia,
literally) has been the symbol of
the Parks Department for 75
years. But aside from a general
association with Robert Moses,
the roots of this Gotham standard have long been obscure.
Despite its name, the London
plane is actually a cross between
the American sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) and the Oriental
plane of central Asia (Platanus
orientalis), first propagated at
the Oxford Botanic Garden about
1670. Though long known in New
York, the tree was planted only
sporadically prior to the 1930s.
Frederick Law Olmsted makes no
mention of London planes in his
Greensward Plan for Central
Park. He did use sycamores, but
only as a specimen tree, and
never in formal plantings. For
such uses—the mall in Central
Park, for example, or along Eastern or Ocean parkways—he preferred the American elm, icon of
New England. Olmsted was a
Connecticut Yankee, after all,
who attended college in that
once greatest of elm-bowered cities, New Haven.

Though lacking the elm’s lissome beauty, the London plane is
an ideal city tree—fast-growing,
tolerant of pollutants and pruning, untroubled by pathogens or
insect pests. In the 19th century
it became the public tree of
choice in many European capitals—first in London, then Paris
(it was Haussmann’s favorite),
later Rome. Platanus orientalis
was well known to the Romans—
Pliny devoted several pages to it
in his Natural History, claiming
the tree grew best with wine
(“Thus we have taught even our
trees to be wine drinkers”). The
London plane was a later arrival,
planted in great numbers by King
Umberto I after Unification in
1870. By 1900 it was the most
common street tree in Rome,
constituting 35% of the urban
forest; the storied Pinus pinea
made up only 1%. Respighi’s
“Pines of Rome” notwithstanding, the Italian capital is really a
city of planes.
It was via Rome that the
plane came to have such universal presence in New York. The
conduit was Michael Rapuano, a
young landscape architect with
Italian roots of his own. Son of
Neapolitan immigrants, Rapuano
studied landscape architecture at
Cornell University and in 1927
won a coveted Rome Prize fellowship at the American Academy in Rome. He noted planes in
his travels around Europe, and
knew well the great trees shading Roman thoroughfares near
the academy—on the Janiculum
and Viale di Trastevere and along
the Tiber. A latter-day Xerxes,
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One of the approximately 90,000 London Plane trees in New York City.

Rapuano fell in love with the
plane and carried his affections
back to New York.
Upon returning from Europe
in 1930, Rapuano took a job with
Gilmore D. Clarke of the
Westchester County Park Commission. A brilliant designer, he
soon became Clarke’s right-hand
man. Westchester was then the
envy of city planners world-wide,

having built the first parkways
and park system of the motor
age. Robert Moses so admired
the “Westchester model” that he
replicated it on Long Island,
and—in 1934—recruited Clarke
to lead his New Deal-funded reconstruction of the city parks.
Clarke, in turn, deputized Rapuano to head the Department of
Landscape Design—an elite

“skunk works” charged with system-wide park planning and design. The five-person staff included two other Rome Prize
recipients—Thomas D. Price, who
was at the academy with Rapuano, and Richard C. Murdock,
a Cornell classmate. From their
pooled expertise Rapuano distilled a lean and spare “publicworks Baroque” style that proved
well suited for urban parks and
playgrounds. Clarke and Moses
standardized these innovations
to create a uniform park-design
identity for the entire city.
Though U.S. landscape architects had long mined the Renaissance to create sumptuous private estates, Rapuano was among
the first to use an Italianate lexicon for the design of public
parks. He quoted freely from the
great villas. The curving cordonate, or stair ramps, at Carl
Schurz Park and Dinosaur Playground refer to those at the Villa
d’Este in Tivoli, which Rapuano
measured and drew, and at the
Villa Farnese at Caprarola, documented by another Cornellian
and Rome Prize winner, Ralph E.
Griswold.
Rapuano’s signature was a
mall tapered to “force” the perspective, thereby extending or
foreshortening its apparent
depth. Inspired by Bernini’s
Piazza di San Pietro, Rapuano
employed this device in many
parks—Battery, Randall’s Island,
Cadman Plaza, Orchard Beach,
Jacob Riis. He also used it, at St.
Peter’s scale, as the armature for
the 1939 New York World’s Fair.
These Italian borrowings brought

a distinctive new landscape aesthetic to the city, one that complemented well the AngloRomantic heritage of the Olmsted
era.
The most visible of Rapuano’s
Roman keepsakes, however, were
the plane trees he specified in
nearly every New York project.
He typically arrayed the trees in
formal grids—in Bryant Park and
the lower portions of Riverside
Park in Manhattan, or Cadman
Plaza and Leif Erikson parks in
Brooklyn. This technique was itself inspired by Roman example—the gridded plane groves, or
boschetti, planted around 1611,
that flank the Villa Aldobrandini
in nearby Frascati, which Rapuano knew well both from visits
and Price’s measured drawings.
Today the London plane is
firmly rooted in the hearts and
minds of New Yorkers, an arboreal symbol of the city. There are
some 90,000 planes in the five
boroughs. Many of these older
trees were planted, aptly enough,
by the Roman Landscape Contracting Co., once among the busiest landscapers in the region. On
weekends in later years, Rapuano
often invited the Roman
workhands—mostly Italian immigrants themselves—to his Buck’s
County, Pa., dairy farm. They
would bring homemade wine and
sapling planes, which Rapuano
set in disciplined rows about the
rambling homestead—city trees
still, in spite of the country.
Mr. Campanella is the author
of “Republic of Shade: New England and the American Elm.”
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“Sometimes I just don’t know
where I end and the invisible
fence begins.”

Jimmie Lunceford

“The band could swing anything the arrangers came up
with—and a lot of it was tricky
stuff, even at slower tempos,”
said Mr. Wilson, 92, who is believed to be the last surviving
member of Lunceford’s prewar
band.
As a teen, Lunceford moved
with his family to Denver, and in
high school studied with bandleader Paul Whiteman’s father.
After graduating from Fisk University, Lunceford taught music
at Manassas High School in
Memphis, Tenn., forming the
Chickasaw Syncopators, an 11piece student band, in 1927.
The band’s popularity grew as
it toured, and its personnel
shifted and expanded, with
Lunceford changing the band’s
name to the Jimmie Lunceford
Orchestra. In New York in 1933,
the band was booked into Harlem’s Cotton Club and soon
signed with Decca before going
out on a four-month tour, billed
as the “Harlem Express.”
As evidenced by the Mosaic
box, Lunceford’s arrangers as
early as 1934 began to ease off
the frantic beat popular at the
time, creating a more relaxed
tempo that emphasized the second and fourth beats rather than
all four. This loping style would
soon become known as swing.
Records from 1935 like
Smith’s arrangement of “Runnin’
Wild,” Oliver’s “Four or Five
Times” and “Babs,” and Wilcox’s
“Thunder” show the band’s early
swing bent, while “I Can’t Escape
From You,” “Harlem Shout” and
“My Last Affair” in 1936 are evidence of how swing progressed
in the band’s hands.
Perhaps the beginning of the
end for Lunceford was the departure in mid-1939 of Oliver, whose
strutting arrangements had solidified the band’s sound and reputation. Oliver was eager to escape Lunceford’s grueling road
schedule, but money also was an

issue. Lunceford had been paying
Oliver only between $2.50 and $5
per arrangement.
Fortunately for Oliver, Tommy
Dorsey was competing hard with
Benny Goodman, who had hired
swing arranger Fletcher Henderson. Unaware of Oliver’s low pay
scale, Dorsey impulsively told Oliver that he’d pay him “$5,000
more than whatever Lunceford
gave you last year.” Oliver
quickly said, “Sold!”
Oliver’s replacement was Mr.
Wilson. A trumpeter and arranger, Mr. Wilson added a more
urgent and surging sound on
songs like “Hi Spook” (written as
a theme for a Seattle radio
show), “Blues in the Night” and
“Strictly Instrumental.”
Mr. Wilson had long dreamed
of playing in Lunceford’s band.
“Whenever Lunceford performed
in Detroit when I was a kid, I’d
push backstage to talk to the musicians,” he said. “It got so that
Sy Oliver put a chair next to him
on stage and asked me to come
up and sit and watch what was
going on.”
In 1939, Mr. Wilson received a
telegram from Lunceford asking
him to join the orchestra. When
Mr. Wilson arrived in New York,
he went directly from the train
station to Lunceford’s tailor. “I
had to get measured for seven
different band uniforms,” he said.
“Each one had a different significance for the seven 90-minute
shows the band played most
weekends.”
Mr. Wilson’s most famous
composition and arrangement
for Lunceford was “Yard Dog Mazurka.” “There was a young
white kid who wrote for Lunceford named Roger Segure,” Mr.
Wilson said. “One evening I was
over at his house in New York. I
had started an arrangement on
‘Stompin’ at the Savoy’ and
wanted Roger to hear it. After I
played it on the piano, Roger
said, ‘Wow, that’s some introduction. What are you going to do
with it?’”
Segure suggested Mr. Wilson
repeat the first eight bars and
add a bridge. Grateful, Mr. Wilson gave Segure half the composer credit.
The growly riff that Mr. Wilson created was so catchy that
trumpeter Ray Wetzel of Stan
Kenton’s band lifted it in 1945 for
his own “Intermission Riff,”
which became a signature hit for
Kenton. “When I first heard ‘Intermission Riff,’ I felt really bad,”
Mr. Wilson said. “My first
thought was to sue. But I had a
lawyer friend who told me that
the copyright laws allowed Wetzel to do it because he only used
a piece of the entire song.”
In August 1942, Mr. Wilson
received his draft letter and gave
notice. “After I left for the service along with Snooky Young,
Willie Smith and others, Lunceford hired great replacements for
us,” Mr. Wilson said. “But the old
flavor wasn’t there. The music
had changed.”
Mr. Myers writes daily about
jazz, soul, rock and R&B at
JazzWax.com.
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T

here’s a reason most
American film fans have
never heard of Basil Dearden, an English director whose
career spanned some 30 years—
from the early 1940s until 1971,
when he died in a car crash at
age 60. Many of his pictures are
not very good. David Thompson
(whose judgments carry the
force of law with some cinephiles) is clearly no fan. In his
“New Biographical Dictionary of
Film,” he describes Dearden’s
work as “decent, empty, and
plodding.”
But Dearden’s case is not so
simple. And thanks to a collection of four DVDs from the Criterion Collection’s Eclipse line,
movie lovers can now see several of the director’s best efforts
in a new light. Tantalizingly titled “Basil Dearden’s London
Underground,” the set gathers
four films directed by Dearden
and produced by his longtime
collaborator Michael Relph.
All four films deal with unsavory aspects of life in London as
British society moved from the
dreary postwar years into what
would turn out to be the swinging ’60s—with sex, drugs and
jazz (sorry, no rock ’n’ roll), as
well as crime and homosexuality, serving as touchstones.
“Sapphire” (1959) is the oldest picture in the set and the
only one not shot in black-andwhite. (Harry Waxman’s awardwinning, color-saturated cinematography looks stupendous in
this transfer.) Essentially a police procedural, the film prefigures the luridness of Michael
Powell’s “Peeping Tom” (1960)
and Alfred Hitchcock’s “Frenzy”
(1972), but it’s much closer in
spirit to Otto Preminger’s
“Bunny Lake Is Missing” (1965).
Yet this picture gives up its big
surprise early on: The redheaded, fair-skinned corpse discovered as the film opens—a
pretty young woman called Sapphire—turns out to have been of
mixed race passing for white.
That revelation is the fulcrum on which Janet Green’s
script builds its case against covert racism among the English
middle classes. And in combination with Dearden’s meticulous
direction, it does so brick by
carefully set brick. The film’s
hero is a reluctant one, Superintendent Hazard (Nigel Patrick),
whose chief virtues are patience
and common sense. But even his
junior partner in crime solving,
Inspector Learoyd (Michael
Craig), shows unsettling signs of
bias. In the end, after largely unspoken prejudices have been revealed and Sapphire’s murder
solved, Hazard makes no grand
pronouncements
about
a
brighter tomorrow. Instead, he
says to Learoyd—almost as if
they were in a film noir—“We
didn’t solve anything, Phil. We
just picked up the pieces.”
Two policemen also play an
important, if not central, role in
“Victim” (1961), whose screenplay was co-written by Green.
Dirk Bogarde stars as Melville

Farr, a solicitor of flexible sexuality who risks his reputation in
high society by trying to find the
blackmailer responsible for the
death of a young drifter he
befriended.
But the mystery is just loose
cover for Dearden’s deft attack
on Britain’s repressive sodomy
laws. (Homosexuality remained
a criminal offense there until
1967, despite longstanding calls

Four films by director
Basil Dearden that deal
with unsavory aspects
of London life.
for liberalization.) What elevates
“Victim” above the preachy is
the director’s sustained upending of cinematic convention and
the film’s wealth of strong performances in roles large and
small—starting with affecting
portrayals by Bogarde and Sylvia
Syms, as his patient but conflicted wife.
With “All Night Long” (1962),
Dearden returned to race relations, this time via an updated
version of “Othello” by Nel King
and the blacklisted Paul Jarrico
(credited as Peter Achilles). The
drama gets relocated to modern
London, where the action plays
out among jazz musicians at an
anniversary party.
Othello is now a popular pianist called Aurelius Rex (Paul
Harris) and Desdemona an esteemed singer named Delia Lane
(Marti Stevens). Iago is Johnny
Cousin (Patrick McGoohan), an
invidious second-rate drummer
and would-be impresario. The
conceit is surprisingly effective.
Even when the play’s familiar
symbols are altered (Desdemona’s handkerchief becomes a
cigarette case) or gadgets unknown to Shakespeare are introduced to move the action forward (like a reel-to-reel tape
recorder), the changes are
harmless.
For some, all of this will be
incidental, window dressing for
the film’s chief appeal: the presence of several jazz greats playing themselves as party guests,
including the bassist Charles
Mingus and the pianist Dave
Brubeck. But while there is an
undeniable thrill in seeing these
musicians perform in a feature

film, their presence is a bonus;
the picture would be no less
compelling without them. The
movie’s one flaw is its muted
conclusion. Though still violent,
it is considerably less so than its
inspiration.
The odd man out in this collection is also the set’s most entertaining film, “The League of
Gentlemen” (1960), a heist picture with as impeccable a cast as
the era could offer. Fans of British cinema will delight in seeing
Richard Attenborough, Robert
Coote, Jack Hawkins and Roger
Livesey savoring their broadly
drawn roles. The plot is relatively conventional; it’s Bryan
Forbes’s witty dialogue that so
appeals. Mr. Forbes has a long
and distinguished record writing
screenplays—with “Séance on a
Wet Afternoon,” “Hopscotch”
and “Chaplin” among his best.
He is also an actor and appears
in this film as the most dashing
of the robbers.
But he reserves his best lines
for the others, as when Hawkins,
as the gang’s dapper leader, is
asked by his second-in-command, Nigel Patrick (who played
Inspector Hazard in “Sapphire”),
whether his wife, seen in a portrait, is dead. “No, no,” Hawkins
replies dryly, “I regret to say the
bitch is still going strong.” Later,
when Mr. Attenborough’s character learns he’s to share a room
with a gay tough guy played by
Kieron Moore, the latter suggests, “It’s like being back at
school.” Making obvious the various implications of his retort,
Mr. Attenborough’s Lexy responds, “I sincerely hope not.”
With the exception of the Coen
Brothers, no one writes screenplays like that anymore.
None of Dearden’s films can
really be called classics—though
his 1946 prisoner-of-war melodrama “The Captive Heart” is
awfully good. Yet at his best this
director provided thoughtful,
tautly paced and satisfying entertainment. When those qualities
were combined with pointed social commentary—as is the case
in at least three of the films
here—the result is that rare cinematic animal: the unsanctimonious message film. And that is
reason enough to seek out “Basil
Dearden’s London Underground.”
Mr. Mermelstein writes for
the Journal on film and classical
music.
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n June 4, only about twodozen people gathered in a
gazebo in Fulton, Miss., to
celebrate the unveiling of a roadside Mississippi Blues Trail
marker dedicated to Jimmie
Lunceford. Born just outside of
town on June 6, 1902, Lunceford
led one of the most spectacular
dance bands of the Depression.
As a new boxed set from Mosaic
Records illustrates, Lunceford’s
orchestra helped popularize
swing through throbbing syncopation, daredevil tempos and instrumental precision.
When the band took the stage
in the 1930s, ballroom audiences
often were torn between dancing
and watching. Arrangements had
saxophone, trumpet and trombone sections seemingly conversing with one another, while musicians in these sections performed
choreographed routines—twirling trumpets in unison or extending trombone slides in formations that just missed each
other.
The Lunceford Orchestra had
22 hits in all, including the No. 1
“Rhythm Is Our Business” (1935),
and it was the first black band to
play New York’s mainstream Paramount Theater and tour white
colleges. Glenn Miller once said
of the band: “Duke [Ellington] is
great, [Count] Basie remarkable,
but Lunceford tops them both.”
Yet today, Lunceford and his
recordings are largely forgotten—victims of the cultural demarcation known as World War
II. While most major bandleaders
of the late ’30s kept their names
alive by continuing to record decades after the war, Lunceford’s
orchestra went into decline after
1944 and fizzled soon after his
death, listed as a heart attack but
more likely the result of racially
motivated food poisoning in
Seattle in July, 1947.
Now Mosaic has released a
remarkable seven-CD box, “The
Complete Jimmie Lunceford
Decca Sessions,” featuring material recorded between 1934 and
1945. The 146 remastered tracks
not only chronicle the band’s role
in swing’s emergence but also
illuminate why so many black
and white bands envied Lunceford’s orchestra.

Though the Mosaic box does
not cover Lunceford’s entire output during these years—he recorded for Columbia’s Vocalion
label in 1939 and 1940—the
Decca recordings showcase the
evolving skills of the band’s arrangers. This group included
trumpeter Sy Oliver, alto saxophonist Willie Smith, pianist Eddie Wilcox, trombonist Eddie
Durham and trumpeter Gerald
Wilson.
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Bryan Forbes in Basil Dearden’s ‘The League of Gentlemen.’

